
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Windows* 8.1 
Amazing exploits await tablet users in the new adventure game by PageNet. The Night Flier follows a thrill-
seeking city bat as he finds fun and dodges danger in the dark. Once night falls in the city this little guy comes 
alive, ready to soar over rooftops and snack on tasty bugs.

Optimized for Intel® Atom™ tablets for Windows* 8.1, The Night Flier boasts touch-to-play user control and ten 
levels of differing complexities. 

The Night Flier Game features:

•  Bold graphics that feature different city locations and obstacles.

•  Engaging gameplay and ten different levels to keep the player interested.

•  Tap-and-play, user-friendly controls. Simple enough for children to play.
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Tablet Users Fly to Adventure with The Night Flier Game by PageNet 
Windows* 8.1 tablet users can get a bat’s-eye-view of a sleeping city with The Night Flier game by PageNet. 
Adventurous types can soar, dip, dodge and dive through the nighttime sky in this fast-paced and engaging 
game.

The Night Flier Game features:

Touch-to-Play Capabilities

Easy enough for children to play, the game has simple touch-to-play 
commands. Tap and hold to ascend, descend and move among rooftops.

Ten Different Levels

The game stays interesting while players gradually move up increasingly 
complex levels. Levels feature unique locations and create new 
obstacles for the Night Flyer.

Rich Graphics

Bats, dark cities and super-sized hammers never looked so good. The 
expertly designed, rich graphics create a fantastic nighttime world.

Compelling Gameplay

Never a dull moment: the Night Flyer meets one obstacle after another. 
Players will not want to put the game down after starting.

Whimsical and Adventurous Soundtrack

Complete with its own soundtrack, the game incorporates music to 
enhance the player’s sense of adventure.



The Night Flier Game

Powered by Intel Atom tablets for 
Windows* 8.1 can now be portals 
to amazing adventures with The 
Night Flier game. The Intel® Atom™ 
processor, full HD high-resolution 
display and interactive touch 
capabilities of new Windows* 8.1 
tablets make them perfect for 
playing this entertaining game.
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